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ABSTRACT

dreds. These rules are usually written in a special ruledefinition language, such as Cerner CCL [3]. If rules are
simple, the task of writing them for an expert is often very
easy. However, if rules and conditions they detect are more
complex, writing them accurately in the given language can
become a very challenging process. In fact, it is not uncommon that the physicians have to work closely with programmers to accurately encode them in the system.

Physicians and nurses usually rely on hospital information
systems (HIS) for detecting a variety of adverse clinical
conditions and reminding repetitive treatments. However,
the acquisition of alert rules expected by HIS from experts
remains a challenging, error-prone, and time-consuming
process. In this work, we present MARBLS (Medical Alert
Rule BuiLding System) - a visual environment to facilitate
the design and definition of clinical alert rules. MARBLS
enables a two-way, synchronized visual rule workspace
and visual query explorer. Monitoring rules can be built by
manipulating block components in the rule workspace, by
querying and generalizing region of interests in the visual
query explorer via direct manipulations, or a combination
of both. Informal testing with doctors has shown positive
feedback.
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and
presentation]: User Interfaces. Graphical user interfaces.
General terms: Design, Human Factors
Keywords: visual language, end user programming, health
care, clinical monitoring rules
INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: The primary interface of MARBLS. Top:
commonly used alert rules. Middle: the interactive
rule workspace. Bottom: the visual query explorer.

Modern hospitals often rely on various clinical decision
support systems and tools [2] aimed to help physicians and
nurses to monitor patients, alert on the occurrences of various adverse events, or send reminders assuring the adherence to various clinical guidelines. In majority of existing
systems, the knowledge about what to detect and when to
alert is expressed in terms of if-then (or condition-action)
rules. As an example, consider a rule for detecting a patient
who is at risk of the heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
(HIT) [11], a life threatening condition:

THE DESIGN OF MARBLS

In this paper, we present MARBLS (Medical Alert Rule
BuiLding System), a visual programming environment for
defining clinical alert rules interactively by nonprogrammers (Figure 1).
Similar to end-user programming platforms such as KidSim [4], Scratch [9] and Google App Inventor [5], our system supports a visual environment (rule workspace) to
build alert rules by dragging-and-dropping puzzle-piece
style rule components. Like TimeSearcher [7], our system
also provides a visual explorer to specify and update alert
rules by selecting and generalizing rules via direct manipulations. Most importantly, MARBLS is unique in that it
maintains two-way, synchronized connections between the
rule workspace and the visual query explorer – e.g. operations applied in one view are able to generate and update
properties in the other view, and vice-versa. This property

If patient is on heparin, dalteparin, or enoxaparin and the
most recent platelet count is low (<100k) or the platelet
count has dropped over 50% during last seven days, then
send an email alert to the attending clinical pharmacist.
According to our interviews with physicians, the number of
these rules in a monitoring subsystem is typically in hunCopyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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can be considered a generalized brushing [1] operation
between data charts and a visual programming environment.

cessed in either the rule workspace or the visual query explorer.
To the best of our knowledge, MARBLS is the first attempt
to support the construction of clinical alert rules by combining a two-way, synchronized visual rule workspace and
with the visual query explorer. We believe such an approach may be beneficial also for other rule-based applications in temporal environments.

MARBLS supports four types of blocks at this moment;
they are body blocks, operator blocks (logical and relational), function blocks, lab observational data (both generic and patient specific) blocks (e.g. platelets level, a.k.a.
PLT; glucose level, a.k.a. GLU), and action blocks. Users
directly manipulate blocks, dragging them onto the workspace and connecting them together to form rules. The particular outlines of the docking sites on each block piece
ensure that blocks can only be connected to others in such
a way that will yield syntactically valid rules. Such interlocking puzzle-piece based approaches have been demonstrated to be effective by non-technical users to complete
programming tasks [8].

The puzzle-piece style programming paradigm and interactions are chosen not only for providing visual constraints of
rule grammars, but also for supporting touch screens and
touch operations. We are in the process of porting
MARBLS to Android Tablets. Based on informal feedback,
the portability and affordance of such internet tablets is
ideal for health care environments. Future work also includes adding medication (treatment related tasks) to the
system and developing a better interface for the rule testing/debugging.

MARBLS also supports building and updating rules in the
rule workspace by conducting selecting and lassoing operations in the visual query explorer. For example, a user
may want to build a rule that checks to see if a user’s glucose (GLU) level is in the normal range. If the user adds a
glucose observation block to the rule workspace, glucose
data will be presented automatically, including the normal
range of values in the visual query explorer. Then by
pressing a button in the visual query explorer, the user can
add the condition which evaluates to true if the patient’s
glucose level falls within the normal range.

CONCLUSION

We have presented MARBLS (Medical Alert Rule BuiLding System), an end-user programming environment for
defining clinical alert rules. MARBLS leverages a combination of puzzle-piece based visual editor and visual query
explorer to lower the threshold of clinical alert rule construction for non programmers. Informal testing with doctors has shown promising initial results.
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